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Abstract

This paper highlights the basic process of developing a life cycle cost model and the role of cost breakdown structure for water distribution pipeline networks. A life cycle cost is the total cost of owning an asset during its predicted useful life, while a cost breakdown structure illustrates all the costs emerged in each single phase of the asset’s life cycle cost. Its purpose is to identify, define and organize all cost elements to be taken into account in a life cycle cost. Each cost element included in developing a cost breakdown structure will also be discussed in this paper.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Life cycle cost is defined as the overall cost of ownership of machinery and equipment, including its cost of acquisition, operation, maintenance, and decommission (Rozis and Rahman, 2004). The word “life cycle” refers as the total time period between the time of acquisition of the asset and the time when the asset is dispose (Forte, 2012). Through literature, this term has been changed over the years from cost in use to life cycle costing (LCC) and further to whole life costing (WLC) and whole life appraisal (WLA). Thus, several different terms can be found in literature. It is an economic assessment to an item, system, assets or facility over its expected life and expressed it in the terms of equivalent cycle costing. In other words, life cycle cost is the overall cost of owning an asset over its predicted useful life which include the acquisition, installation, operation, maintenance, refurbishment and disposal costs. The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) in 2001 defines the LCC of an asset as “the present value of that asset over its operating life; including initial capital cost, occupation costs, operating costs and the cost or benefits of the eventual disposal of the asset at the end of its life”. Life cycle cost sometime defined as the total discounted dollar cost of owning, operating, maintaining and disposing of a building or system over its expected period of time (Mearig \textit{et al.}, 1999). It is sometimes defined as “discounted dollar cost” because the summed of cost for each alternatives will be converted into present dollar by using an economic technique known as “discounting”. Figure 1 and Figure 2 below show one of the examples of life cycle cost equation and the cycle of a life cycle cost.
Life cycle cost is a generic method that enables comparative cost assessments over a period of several years. It is also known as a methodology which can assist cost management efforts by calculating the total cost of an ownership over the life span of an asset (Brown et al., 1985). The total cost includes the cost of acquiring the asset, cost of maintenance, cost of rehabilitate and cost of replacement. In this decade, as society more frequently demands for greater accountability and cost effectiveness, noticeable return-on-investment and defendable justifications for asset acquisition, life cycle cost methodology become an increasingly popular method in cost management and financial planning (Hall and Dusenberry, 2009). Apart from that, some literature defined life cycle cost as the tool used to assess the total cost of an asset over its useful time including the costs of acquisition, operation, maintenance and disposal. Emblemsvåg (2003) defined life cycle cost as a tool used to support decision where the decision requires the assessment of current and future costs. Ammar et al. (2012) also agreed that life cycle cost is a decision support tool which can effectively help engineers and practitioners in making decision such as comparing and selecting the most cost effective method. Primarily, life cycle cost is used in evaluating various alternatives by identifying and assessing the economic impacts over the life of each alternative to achieve the client’s need (Anurag Shankar Kshirsagar, 2010; Langdon, 2007).

Overall, the main objective of life cycle cost is to determine the total cost of ownership of an asset and the purpose of life cycle cost is to estimate the overall cost incurred in a whole life cycle and monitor the cost throughout the life cycle of an asset. Primarily, it focuses on cost after acquisition of an asset. In addition, life cycle cost generally seeks to identify long term cost and therefore the aim of life cycle cost is to get a comprehensive estimation of the total cost of various alternatives in the long run. Besides, life cycle cost may usually affect the future expenses needed by planning the use and operation of an asset or by maintaining the asset. Via practicing life cycle cost, it is possible to identify the pattern of the cost in different phases of the life cycle and the trade-offs between cost elements to minimize the total costs. Life cycle cost is not only used to forecast future expenses but it also helps in monitoring the current expenses.

### 2.0 PROCESS TO DEVELOP LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL

To implement a life cycle cost, several stages need to go through. Based on the life cycle costing guideline (2004), life cycle cost is a six-staged process whereby it first started with plan analysis, select or develop model, apply model, document and review result, prepare life cycle cost analysis and lastly ended with implementing and monitoring life cycle cost analysis. The first four stages comprise of life cycle cost planning and the last two stages comprise of life cycle cost analysis. Figure 3 below shows the overall view of the life cycle cost process.
In the second stage of the process, a life cycle cost model selected or developed should satisfy the objectives of the analysis and thus the model should create or adopt a cost breakdown structure that identifies all relevant cost categories in all appropriate life cycle phases. From that, each cost category should continue to breakdown until a cost can be readily estimated for each cost element. In other words, it means that to develop a life cycle cost model, there are also several stages such as identifying the cost elements, determining the cost categories and developing a cost breakdown structure that needed to be done so that all the cost required in a project could be determine. Firstly, the cost elements need to be identified and grouped according to relevant cost category. Once relevant cost categories have identified, a cost breakdown structure should be developed. Finally, based on the developed cost breakdown structure, a life cycle cost model could be developed.

Based on the reviewed of life cycle cost guideline (2004) and tutorial from different countries which have widely practiced life cycle cost, the most basic step to develop a life cycle cost model is to first develop a cost breakdown structure (Barringer and Weber, 1996; Mearig et al., 1999; Total Asset Management, 2004; Davis et al., 2005; Department of Sport and Recreation, 2005; Fuller, 2005; Langdon, 2007). El-Haram et al. (2002) strongly recommend to follow a LCC structure which may facilitate in the identification of LCC element. In practice, only the cost breakdown structure provides relevant LCC elements and thus cost breakdown structure is essential in order to formulate LCC (Langdon, 2010). Figure 4 below illustrate the process of developing a life cycle cost model.

Based on Barringer and Weber (1996), life cycle cost can be broken down into a very simple structure which consists of acquisition costs and sustaining costs as shows in Figure 5. The acquisition costs and sustaining costs are formed by adding all the cost elements which can be further broken down into details. In other words, the acquisition costs and sustaining costs can be broken down into several detail cost elements as show in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

Figure 3 Life cycle cost process

Figure 4 Process of developing life cycle cost

Figure 5 Top down level of life cycle cost tree
3.0 COST BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

In the analysis of life cycle cost, consideration must be given not only to the initial purchase cost, but also the other costs incurred during the whole life span. As defined in ISO 15686, Part 1, life cycle cost is a technique which enables comparative cost assessment to be made over a specific period of time, taking into account both in terms of initial capital investment and future operational costs (Ugarelli, 2010). As an example, in a water distribution pipeline networks, the life cycle costs not only involve the costs of acquisition which includes consultancy from the expert, design and construction costs and equipment, but also take into account the operational and maintenance costs over its whole useful life until its disposal. All the future activities costs must be taken into consideration as without the periodic maintenance and rehabilitation, the water distribution pipelines will not provide continuous service to the end-users. Based on literature, most of the life cycle cost models implemented are more or less the same basic equation regardless of which industry it is. The only thing, that differentiate them are the cost breakdown structure. All the costs incurred in life cycle cost can be broken down into several categories of cost. Fundamentally, it can be broken down into initial or acquisition costs, operating costs, maintenance costs and disposal costs. The costs can further break down into more specific cost such as labour cost, equipment cost, material cost, installation and commissioning cost, energy cost, logistic support cost and so on.

A cost breakdown structure illustrate all the costs emerged in each single phase of the asset’s life cycle cost and its purpose is to identify, define and organize all cost elements to be taken into account in a life cycle cost (Langdon, 2010). The cost breakdown structure helps in estimating the life cycle cost, as all the costs included will further breakdown until a cost can readily be estimated such as asset purchase price, labour cost, training fees and so on. The life cycle cost breakdown into four essential cost categories which are acquisition costs, operating costs, maintenance costs and disposal costs. However, this may vary according to the industries where life cycle cost model is being applied because the cost elements in each cost breakdown structure vary in scope and details (Langdon, 2010; Barringer and Weber, 1996). For example, the life cycle cost in the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has five breakdown categories which are acquisition cost, operating cost, schedule maintenance cost, unscheduled maintenance cost and conversion or decommission cost. As in Fabrycky and Blanchard (1991), the authors stated that life cycle cost has four breakdown categories which consist of research and development costs, production and construction costs, operation and maintenance costs and retirement and disposal costs. This is because the life cycle cost model applies in manufacturing industry involved research and development cost and the production costs. For construction industry, based on United Kingdom ISO 15686-5, the breakdown of the structure will consists of planning, design, construction, operation, maintenance and demolition. Whereas as stated by El-Haram et al. (2002), British Standard 5760-23 shows that a life cycle cost consists of five levels which are project level, phase level, category level and task level and each level has its own breakdown. As an example, project level could be broken down into several costs such as capital cost. From capital cost, it could further be broken down into more particular cost such as design cost.

3.1 Acquisition Cost

Acquisition cost is the initial cost or also known as capital cost. In a life cycle cost, people will try to minimize capital cost in order to reduce the total project cost (Ellis, 2007). It is a cost outlay which is required in order to put a system or an asset into service to benefit the users. It includes all the costs required to implement a project or to run an asset. Under this cost category, it could further breakdown into several cost elements varying according to the industry, system or asset to be applied. Previous studies informed that acquisition cost could breakdown...
into purchase price, installation cost, training cost, conversion cost and transportation cost.

3.2 Operating Cost

Operating cost is the cost required to operate a system or an asset during its useful life. According to El-Haram and Horner (2003), operating cost is categorized under the facility management cost which is the same categories with maintenance cost. Operating cost is one of the cost categories which consume a large portion of the total cost. It might probable be two to three times higher than the acquisition cost. In life cycle cost analysis, operating cost is usually a future cost which is unknown, especially for newly developed assets, where assumption and forecast are needed in estimating the cost (Ellis, 2007). Therefore, the operating cost data are likely to be unavailable and practitioners or decision makers need to make assumption based on their experiences. Generally, operating cost can be broken down into direct labour cost, utilities cost, spare parts maintenance cost, custodial cost, insurance and rental.

3.3 Maintenance Cost

Maintenance cost is the cost required in maintaining a system or an asset when the system or asset breaks down during its useful life. Similar to operating cost, it is also an unknown cost data for newly developed asset as it is the future cost outlays and assumption is required (Ellis, 2007). For example, in the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) life cycle cost model, the maintenance cost is divided into two categories which are scheduled maintenance cost and unscheduled maintenance cost. Maintenance cost can further be broken down into preventive maintenance cost, reactive maintenance cost, custodial cost, material cost, labour cost and cost of repair.

3.4 Disposal Cost

Disposal cost or also known as residual value is also a future cost and it is often difficult to estimate. It is the cost used in disposing or getting rid of the asset after the end of its useful life. However, sometimes disposal cost also known as salvage value if the asset could be sold as a second hand product and gain some cost from it. Thus, disposal cost could be broken down into salvage value, removal cost, conversion cost, cleaning of site and waste disposal.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Life cycle cost model is a multi-stages development process and cost breakdown structure is said to be an essential basic process in developing life cycle cost model. Without identifying the cost elements in a cost breakdown structure, the estimation and calculation of the life cycle cost of an asset will be ineffective and inaccurate. Hence, the process of identifying cost elements for each asset is very important.
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